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1. Introduction: AjÃm in Amharic 
The term ajÃm is the local Amharic form of the Arabic word ʞaǆam (noun) or 
ʞaǆamĊ1 (adj.) which refers to Non-Arabs.2 Among Amharic speaking Muslims 
in Ethiopia it is used to refer to Amharic texts which are written using the Ara-
bic alphabet. In the eastern parts of WÃllo, which are predominantly inhabited 
by Muslims, this kind of writing was and still is used in literature dating back 
to the middle of the 19th century. AjÃm literature also exists in other Ethiopian 
languages, and I will try to give a short overview of this literature in the Ethio-
pian context. Examples from an Amharic ajÃm manuscript from WÃllo will 
serve to illustrate some linguistic and textual characteristics of this type of liter-
ature. The content of ajÃm texts is often explicitly religious. The text of the 
manuscript described in this paper has a particular didactic purpose. I will 
therefore devote special attention to the deployment of certain linguistic tech-
niques the author uses to convey his message. 
2. ʞAǆamĊ literature in the world 
AǆamĊ literature is in fact a widespread phenomenon in many parts of the Mus-
lim world. The Arabic writing system is ߋafter the Roman alphabet, the most 
used segmental script in the worldߌ (Kaye 1996: 743). The best known use of 
aǆamĊ for writing non-Arabic languages are probably Persian in Iran and Af-
ghanistan and Urdu in Pakistan. Usually the adaptation of the script to repre-
sent a Non-Arabic language entailed some form of manipulation of the original 
script. This also applies to Ethiopian languages written in the Arabic script. 
3. ʞAǆamĊ literature in other African countries 
When we talk about the use of the Arabic script for the non-Arabic written 
language this implies the existence of a body of literature written in that 
script. This so-called ʞaǆamĊ literature still exists for a number of African 
 
1 A comment on the use of the different forms of the term ʞaǆamĊ and ajÃm. I will use 
the latter referring to literature in Ethiopian languages and the first in all other cases. 
2 PANKHURST (1994) provides an overview of the use of the term ajÃm in historical 
Ethiopian sources. 
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languages. The best known examples of this kind of literature are probably 
Hausa in northern Nigeria and southern Niger (Hiskett 1975; Boyd ߃ Mack 
1997; Piġaszewicz 2000) and Swahili on the coastal regions of Kenya and 
Tanzania (Knappert 1967; 1971; 1999; Rollins 1983). Compared with other 
cases in Africa these two literatures have been studied comparatively well. But 
there existed similar traditions of writing African languages in the Arabic 
script in many other regions of the continent. In some cases this tradition is 
still active, and the Arabic based script is used in daily life (Ngom 2010). Some 
African languages which have been and, in some cases, are still written with 
the Arabic script, such as Afrikaans in South Africa (Stell 2007), Fulfulde in 
Guinea and Nigeria (Robinson 1982; Boyd ߃ Mack 1997), Manding in Guinea 
and Mali (Vydrin 1998), Malagasy in Madagascar (Munthe 1977; Versteegh 
2001), Wolof in Senegal (Camara 1997; Ngom 2010). A comprehensive treat-
ment of this subject is given in Mumin (2009). 
4. AjÃm in Ethiopian languages ߃ a short overview 
Ethiopia, or the Horn of Africa, is one of the regions in Africa with the oldest 
presence of Islam. The first attestation of a Muslim state in Ethiopia goes back 
to the late 9th century (BraukÃmper 2002: 19). After a long and turbulent his-
tory the cultural and social composition of a number of regions in present day 
Ethiopia are heavily influenced by Islam. It is therefore not a surprise that 
traditions of writing indigenous Ethiopian languages with the Arabic script, 
i.e. ajÃm-literature, exist in Ethiopia like in other regions of Africa with a simi-
lar socio-cultural composition. At the present state of research the extent of 
the literary production in these traditions can only be estimated. With proba-
bly the exception of Harari this field is still under-researched in Ethiopia. At 
the moment there is information about ajÃm texts written in the Ethiopian 
languages ʞAfar, Alaaba, Amharic, Argobba, Harari, Oromo, Silؾe and 
Tigrinya. The existence of ajÃm literature in the languages Alaaba, ʞAfar and 
Tigrinya is based on personal communication. I was not able to see a single 
page,3 so much more cannot be said at the present moment. The situation in 
the other languages deserves some further comments. 
4.1. Harari 
The comparably best known and studied ajÃm literature in Ethiopia is the 
literature in so-called Old Harari. Works on literature in Old harari exceeds 
 
3 Orin Gensler told me in the winter of 2011 that a student at the Addis Ababa University 
did his thesis on Alaaba ajÃm. Some ʞAfar friends of mine told me that ʞAfar manuscripts 
in Arabic script exist in Aussa, and a Tigrean friend in Berlin told me about texts from a 
Tigrean scholar called Ŀe׽ȸna Ŀe׽ ʞUmÃr. 
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that on all other Ethiopian languages. The first investigations of Harari 
ajÃm appeared in the 1930s (Cerulli 1936; Cohen 1931). The bulk of re-
search, however, was done in the later part of the 20th century by Drewes 
(1976; 1983), Wagner (1975; 1988; 1997) and in the new millennium by 
Banti (2005). But even here the only publication which contains the descrip-
tion of complete manuscripts is the monograph of Wagner (1983). For ex-
ample Banti (2005) assesses the situation as following: 
ߋThe eight Harari texts that have been mentioned so far are just a portion 
of the ʞajamĊ literature in this language. A huge amount of zikri hymns 
has still to be properly identified and published.ߌ (Banti 2005: 81) 
There are several reasons for the fact that Harari ajÃm literature has received 
so much scientific attention. One is surely the fact that the city Harar was one 
of the most important centres of Islamic scholarship in the region which led 
to a high literary production. The socio-economic context of a big urban cen-
tre may have also been a contributing factor. But one of the most important 
reasons for the prominence of Harari ajÃm literature in Ethiopian studies is, 
in my view, the easy accessibility of the city and consequently of cultural 
artifacts, such as ajÃm manuscripts for visitors from the outside world. This 
becomes even more evident when this situation is compared to that of the 
Amharic ajÃm literature which was produced in a rural area of a region which 
has for a long time not regarded as a centre of a Muslim scholarship. 
4.2. Amharic 
It was Drewes (1976) who wrote first about Amharic ajÃm literature4 when he 
described some peculiarities of this kind of texts. Ironically he had collected 
these texts during field work in the Silؾe area, not in WÃllo. His last publication 
ߋAmharic as a language of Islamߌ (Drewes 2007) is presently the most detailed 
work on Amharic ajÃm literature. In this article he describes some linguistic 
and philological properties of several texts. But a full publication of these man-
uscripts still has to be done. Pankhurst (1994) also writes about the tradition of 
writing Amharic with the Arabic script. While he discusses quite extensively 
the content of some texts that, at least partially,5 seem to have been written in 
ajÃm, he does not give any information about specific texts nor the script. 
I was able to collect, i.e. scan, a number of manuscripts in southern WÃllo 
and in Addis AbÃba between the years 2002 and 2006 totaling approximate-
 
4 CERULLI (1926) describes excerpts from some Muslim poems written in Amharic, but 
does not indicate whether those poems were originally written in the Arabic script. 
5 Since Pankhurst refers also to a M.A. thesis by ASSEFA MAMMO (1987), which deals with 
oral performances of man٤Ŋma recitations (cf. WETTER 2007b), it is not always clear what 
of the material cited is in fact based on written ajÃm and what is based on audio recordings. 
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ly 1000 pages. Nothing of this material has yet been published, though 
some of these texts could have been subjects of M.A. or Ph.D. theses at 
Addis Ababa University. 
4.3. Oromo 
The information about ajÃm literature in Oromo is quite sparse, although it 
is likely that a considerable corpus of texts exists.6 There are at least two 
regions where Oromo ajÃm texts were produced: one is eastern Ethiopia, 
i.e. the vast area comprising Arsi, Hararge and Bale, all of which are pre-
dominantly inhabited by Muslim Oromo,7 and the other is WÃllo. I have 
personally seen some manuscripts that were written in eastern Ethiopia 
during a conference at Addis Ababa University in 2004.8 Some manuscripts 
are also said to be found in the library of the Vatican, but I was not able to 
obtain any concrete information about those manuscripts. 
The Oromo ajÃm production in WÃllo consists of at least one large manu-
script that was written in the early 20th century. I had the opportunity to 
make a scanned copy of it which has 348 pages. This text was also the subject 
of a M.A. thesis at the Department of Linguistics at Addis Ababa University 
(Mohammed Hakim Ahmed 2007). Although the thesis contains a description 
of form and content it is not a full philological publication. At present it is not 
clear if this long text is the only Oromo ajÃm text produced in WÃllo. 
Hayward and Mohammed Hassen (1981: 555) mention in an article about 
an indigenous Oromo writing system that ߋMuslim Oromo scholars, particu-
larly in the provinces of WÃllo, Bale and HarÃr, have for a long time made use 
of the Arabic script for writing both religious and secular works in their own 
languageߌ but they do not provide any additional information about individual 
Oromo ajÃm manuscripts. The same is true for the remarks by Mohammed 
Hassen (1996; 2008) about written Oromo in WÃllo. He cites Hussein Ahmed 
(1985) apparently without having seen a single Oromo ajÃm manuscript him-
self.9 He even repeats the oft-cited doubts about the flexibility of the Arabic 
script for writing languages like Oromo: 
 
6 Unfortunately the article on Oromo literature in the Encyclopaedia Aethiopica con-
tains almost no information about the subject (SMIDT 2010: 69). 
7 KEMAL ABDULWEHAB (2008) lists a number of authors from that region (there are no 
page numbers in the document which can be downloaded at http://etd.aau.edu.et/
dspace/handle/123456789/1362.) 
8 The start of a M.A. Program in Philology at the Addis Ababa University was marked 
in October 2004 with a symposium in the SƼddƼst Kilo Campus. 
9 HUSSEIN AHMED 1985 is a doctoral dissertation which was later published as HUSSEIN 
AHMED 2001. There is no indication of any manuscript in Oromo ajÃm in this work. 
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ߋSecond, it is very difficult to read Afaan Oromoo written in the Ara-
bic script. This is because the Arabic script consists of consonants only 
and is, therefore, ill-fitted for writing Afaan Oromoo, which has six 
basic vowel qualities. The importance of vowels in Afaan Oromoo and 
their absence from the Arabic script explains both the limited scope for 
the expansion of written literature in Afaan Oromoo in the nineteenth 
century and the reason for the impracticality of adopting Arabic script 
for alphabetizing Afaan Oromoo.ߌ (Mohammed Hassen 1996: 251) 
It is needless to say that his assumptions are well rebutted by the volumi-
nous Oromo manuscript mentioned above. 
Another piece of information is provided by O߈Fahey (2003), according 
to whom the Arabic script for writing Oromo was apparently ߌin use in 
Oromo refugee camps in Somalia in the late 1980sߌ (Id. 2003: 37). Oromo 
ajÃm texts were presumably also written in south-western Ethiopia where 
Jimma is another centre of Islam (Mohammed Hassen 1990: 159). 
4.4. Silؾe 
In an article Wagner (1983a) discusses some lines of an ajÃm manuscript writ-
ten in Silؾe which were collected by Schlobies in the 1920s in Ethiopia. This 
manuscript collection comprises several exercise books. Wagner reproduced 
and described only eleven lines of text in Silؾe, i.e. the bulk of these texts still 
awaits a thorough description and publication (see also Id. 1997). 
4.5. Argobba 
During my field research on the Argobba language in south-eastern WÃllo, I 
came across two ajÃm manuscripts written in that language. Both are very 
short, i.e. one comprises three and a half pages, and the second one is only a 
photocopied fragment of two pages which is said to belong to a manuscript 
of more than 100 pages. The second one seems to represent an older variety 
of the language and was presumably written by the local saint Abba 
Assiyya in the early 19th century (cf. Hussein Ahmed 2001: 176). Both 
manuscripts have not been published yet. 
5. The role of Islamic scholarship in WÃllo 
Islam was most likely introduced in the eastern parts of WÃllo prior to the 
Gragn wars in the 16th century from Yifat, a centre of Muslim statehood 
during the Middle Ages (ibid.: 60). Important for the development of an 
indigenous literature in WÃllo was the Islamic revival and the spread of Su-
fism in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. An outcome of this develop-
ment was the establishment of Sufi centres and shrines that served as centres 
of teaching (Id. 1988b: 96; 2001: 73 ff.). 
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The foundation of numerous centres of Islamic scholarship created the 
intellectual context in which the writing of Amharic in Arabic script could 
be developed. In a hagiographical account the 19th century scholar Faqih 
Mu׷ammad ibn Sayf al-׶aqq ash-Shaykh Jaʞfar Bukko ibn شiddĊq Bukko 
explains how Amharic can be written in Arabic script. 
ߋThe most interesting subsection, and perhaps one of the original 
contributions of the hagiographer, is his discussion of the problem of 
transliterating from Arabic to Amharic and vice-versa. He proposes 
and explains his own system in some detail and remarks on the ab-
sence in Amharic of sounds equivalent to those represented by the 
Arabic letters [ߑ] He also reminds us that Arabic lacks the sounds 
represented by the Amharic letters like ìÃ, ì̂Ã, ÐÃ and gÃ. For ìÃ, he 
proposes to add a fourth dot to the three dots in the Arabic letter 
shin, and calls the new letter ߇shĊn of the horse߈ (shĊn al-khayl) be-
cause ìÃ in Amharic is also used to spur on a horse. He does the same 
for the others: gÃ is represented by a kàf with three dots over it and it 
is called kàf al-ʞajam.ߌ (Id. 1988a: 187) 
Over the last 150ࠄ200 years there were numerous Muslim scholars in WÃllo 
who worked in and also founded a number of important Sufi centres. Among 
the most important was Jamàl al-DĊn Mu׷ammad who introduced the 
Qàdiriyya order at Anna in Rayya and who had a lasting influence through the 
establishment of a number of further centres in WÃllo. The best known of these 
centres are Dana in YÃǆǆu, founded by his student Ŀay׽ A׷mad ßdam, also 
known as DanƯ l-Awwal (Id. 2001: 88), and सali, founded by Sayyid IbràhĊm 
Yasin, also known as She सali (ibid.: 137; Abbink 2008) in WÃrrÃ Babbo. 
The way the teaching was and still is realized in those centres is partly de-
scribed by Hussein Ahmed (1988b). Abbink (2008) gives an impressive descrip-
tion of the centre in सali and another Qàdiriyya centre (ؽƼru Sina near KÃmise). 
The socio-cultural setting of these centres differs to that of HarÃr in such 
that they were located in a rural environment. Despite the rural setting their 
teaching enjoyed a high esteem in other regions of Ethiopia. Muslims from 
regions such as the Gurage area, Jimma or Bale used to go to one of the 
famous centres in WÃllo to receive an Islamic teaching. In fact this contin-
ued until just some decades ago. (cf. Hussein Ahmed 2001: 74; Ӓҗԣпպҥз 
ӒҗԢнз [AbdulfÃttah AbdÃllah] 1998 A.M.) 
6. Amharic AjÃm: script and language 
In the following sections I will look at Amharic ajÃm literature from three 
perspectives: the graphical aspect, i.e. the actual script and writing, the lin-
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guistic aspect, and the literary content. While I treat the first section more 
generally, I use examples from a specific manuscript to illustrate the second 
and third subjects. 
6.1. Adaptation of the Arabic alphabet to Amharic 
As mentioned above a lot of languages are written with the Arabic alphabet. 
When languages which did not exist in written form before are written with 
a writing system that was originally developed for another language, the 
graphemes of that writing systems have to be mapped on to the sound sys-
tem of the new language. The Arabic alphabet is basically a consonantal 
system, i.e. it only represents the consonants of the language. Additionally 
it has three graphemes which are used to represent the three long vowels of 
Classical Arabic à, Ċ and Ŋ. With regard to the consonants, the Arabic al-
phabet is a system which can be adapted quite well to other languages by 
adding additional diacritic points to basic signs, i.e. a method which is in-
herent to the Arabic alphabet. 
A comparison of the consonant inventories of Classical Arabic and Amhar-
ic shows that both languages share a number of consonants. In Amharic ajÃm 
those shared consonants are consequently represented with the same signs as 
in Arabic. Consonants in Amharic that do not exist in Arabic thus are repre-
sented by signs of the Arabic alphabet, which have been modified using an 
inherent characteristic of that writing system. Most graphemes of the Arabic 
alphabet are based on a basic sign that is modified by some points above or 
below that basic sign. So for example the graphemes for b, t, ـ, n and y/Ċ are all 
based on one basic sign. The consonants in Amharic which do not have 
equivalents in Arabic are ì, ì̂, g, Ð and ŝ. These five consonants are written in 
Amharic ajÃm with modified Arabic graphemes. Ejective consonants are a 
typical feature of many languages in the Horn of Africa, but do not exist in 
Classical Arabic. Besides the ejective consonant ৶ listed above, the Amharic 
dialect of WÃllo has another two ؾ and q and these are represented in ajÃm 
with the graphemes of the equivalent (or cognate) Arabic consonants ؾ and 
q.10 Returning to those Amharic consonants represented with modified Ara-
bic signs, a quick and first overview of texts written by different authors re-
veals that the solutions to represent those consonants differ slightly. But the 
method of finding a suitable sign is always the same, i.e. signs of consonants 
that sound similar are used. So in order to represent g, often the sign for k is 
modified, and either a modified sign for ŀ or ǆ is used to represent ì. In the 
 
10 In this case the Semitistic-Orientalistic tradition of transliteration prevents an unam-
biguous representation. While ؾ and q represent in the IPA notation ejective t߈ and k߈ 
in Amharic, they stand for a pharyngalized t˃ and an uvular q in Arabic. 
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manuscript from which the examples in this article are taken, the following 
signs were used by the author: ఫ for ì, ִ for ì̂, ף for g and Ð is represented 
with the combination of ϥ and ϱ, i.e ϲϧ. The consonant ŝ does not appear in 
the manuscript discussed here. 
The variation in representing non-Arabic consonants in Amharic ajÃm 
can be easily explained by the fact that there was no central institution 
which organized and supervised the adaption of the Arabic alphabet to 
Amharic. This was done by individual scholars who lived and worked in 
different places in the region. There was without doubt some kind of net-
work between these scholars. This is also indicated by the fact that a lot of 
scholars and, especially, their students travelled a lot between the individual 
centres of learning. This might also have had some influence on the devel-
opment and distribution of Amharic ajÃm. But the extent and character of 
theses contacts still remain to be investigated. 
A complete overview of the signs used in the manuscript is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Representation of Amharic consonants in AjÃm 
b Ώ Ð ϰϧ ǆ Ν s α g ף y ϱ 
f ϑ d Ω ì ఫ ŀ ε k ϙ w ϭ 
m ϡ t Ε ì߈ ִ r έ q ϕ   
n ϥ ؾ ρ z ί l ϝ h ϩ   
While the representation of consonants did not pose a real problem for 
the authors of ajÃm texts, the difference between the vowel inventories of 
Arabic and Amharic was a bigger challenge. Arabic distinguishes between 
three long and three short vowels, the latter of which are represented by 
diacritics. Amharic distinguishes between seven vowel qualities and in the 
area of vowel representation, Amharic ajÃm texts exhibit a considerable 
variation and ambiguity. The vowel Ã is usually represented with fat׷a, i.e. 
a small line above the sign, e.g.  ˴Ώ for bÃ. The vowel a is indicated with an ʝalif 
΍, e.g. ΎΑ for ba. The representation of the vowel e is usually a combination of 
kasra, i.e. a small line under the preceding consonantal sign followed by ϱ, 
e.g. ϲ˶Α for be. The vowel u is represented either only with a ןamma, i.e the 
sign  ٔ above the consonantal sign or by a combination of ןamma and the sign 
ϭ, e.g.  ˵Ώ or Ϯ˵Α for bu. In some cases a final u is written just like in Arabic plural 
verb forms, i.e. ϭ΍ . The vowel o is in most cases written with a ןamma on the 
preceding consonant followed by  ˴ϭ, e.g.  ˴Ϯ˵Α for bo. The vowel i is either shown 
with a kasra or a combination of kasra under the preceding consonant fol-
lowed by a ϯ, e.g.  ˶Ώ or ϰ˶Α for bi. Finally the representation of the vowel ȸ is 
the most complicated because it is rendered with fat׷a as well as with kasra, 
so bȸ can either be written  ˴Ώ or  ˶Ώ, which adds ambiguity to the text. 
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6.2. The language of Amharic AjÃm texts 
The language used in the Amharic ajÃm texts is a regional variety of Amharic, 
i.e. the ߋdialect of WÃlloߌ. Unfortunately the dialects of Amharic remain to be 
investigated in a complete and thorough way. The knowledge we have about 
regional varieties is very selective and sparse. There is, for example, no infor-
mation about isoglosses and dialect groups. We do not know which of the 
varieties spoken in the different parts of the Amharic speaking area have closer 
ties than others. Therefore it is difficult to speak about ߋthe dialect of WÃlloߌ. 
With regard to the variety used in the ajÃm texts, it is only possible to note that 
it differs in several aspects from standard Amharic and displays some similari-
ties with the variety described in Habte Mariam Marcos (1973: 124߃129), such 
as the preposition tÃ- instead of kÃ-, the negative form of the copula adÃllÃm 
instead of aydÃllÃm and others, described below. 
Besides these morphological features that are clearly properties of the re-
gional variety, there are also a lot of lexical peculiarities typical for that specif-
ic form of language, namely the high frequency of Arabic loanwords. An 
interesting point in this regard is whether the Arabic loanwords used in these 
texts are also part of the spoken language. One could conclude that the high 
number of Arabic loanwords must be part of a special register used only by 
Muslim clerics and scholars. But the fact that many of these texts address the 
unlearned laymen can be evidence that many of the Arabic loanwords are also 
used by the general population of eastern WÃllo. 
7. An Amharic manuscript from eastern WÃllo 
In order to present some peculiarities of Amharic ajÃm literature I will take 
some examples from a short manuscript of 28 pages, which was the first 
Amharic ajÃm texts I was able to collect. The manuscript is in the possession 
of the sheikh of the Argobba village T߈ollaha in Essoye-Gula (near Kemise) in 
south-eastern WÃllo.11 
Scanning the manuscript was the best solution for a number of reasons: 
first, since it is private property it was unthinkable to take and bring it to a 
research library, such as the Institute of Ethiopian Studies. Second, in order 
to safeguard at least the content and make it accessible for the scientific 
investigation a digital form would be sufficient. Therefore I used a portable 
scanner from Canon (Scan LiDE) to make the scans. In April 2002 I 
 
11 I saw the manuscript the first time during my field research on the Argobba language 
in January 2002. I asked the sheikh if I could take it to Kemise in order to make a pho-
tocopy, but he refused. Later my language consultant who is from that village could 
lend the manuscript and brought it to Kemise where I was able to scan it. 
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scanned each page with a resolution of 150 ppi in RGB 32 bit and saved it as 
an uncompressed TIF file. It would have been possible to scan it in a higher 
resolution but at the time when I made the scans I decided to scan only in 
150 ppi because of the technical limitations, such as scan speed and hard 
disk space, in a fieldwork context. 
 
First page of the Taw׷Ċd written by Baŀir ʞUmar from DÃllÃmÃle 
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7.1. Description of the manuscript 
The manuscript comprises 28 pages of an exercise booklet. It is not clear if 
this version was written by the author himself or if it is a copy made by 
someone else at a later date. I assume that the latter is the case since there 
are some corrections on some pages. Every page has between 11 and 13 
lines of a clean vocalized script. In some lines the vocalization and some 
diacritic points seem to have been added at a later time and in another col-
our. On two pages the copyist wrote the last line in a vertical position to the 
left of the other lines, apparently because of insufficient space. 
The text is in rhyme. One line consists of two verses sharing an end 
rhyme. On the first ten pages two verses are written in one line. On the 11th 
page only the first three lines comprise two verses. Beginning with the 4th 
line to the end of the manuscript only one verse is written per line. 
7.2. Origin of the manuscript 
The author of the text is Baŀir ʞUmar from DÃllÃmÃle, a location in the east-
ern lowland of WÃrrÃ Babbo. There is not much additional information 
about him except that he originally came from WÃrrÃ Himano. My inform-
ants also told me that the centre he founded is still active. 
In the text the author mentions his name in two verses. On the first page 
he presents himself as the slave of God (1). 
(1)  ˸ףΪ˴˴Α  ˸Ζ͉Ϡ˴ϔ͉Ϩλ˴  ˸Ϳ͉Ύ˴ϳ ΍έ˴Ύ˴Α  ˸ϴθ˴˶Αή  
bÃdÃg[g] sonnÃfÃllÃt12 yallah bara bÃŀir 
ߋHe composed it well, the slave of God Baŀirߌ (1,8)13 
And on the last page he adds the name of his father in an Arabic fashion 
using the word ibn ߋsonߌ between his own and his father߈s name. 
(2) Ϧ͉ϨϴϬ˶˶ϳ  ˴ϒ͉Ϩλ˴  ˸ήϴ˸θ˴˶Α  ˵ϦΑ˸·  ˸ήϤ˴ϋ˵  
yȸhennȸn sonnÃfÃ bÃsir ʝibnu ʞumÃr14 
ߋBashir son of ʞUmar composed thisߌ (28,2) 
 
12 For the realization of Ã as o after Arabic ص see below. 
13 The numbers refer to page and line in the manuscript. 
14 In the transliteration of the examples I follow the system of the ZDMG with the ex-
ception of the vowels which respect the Amharic vowel system, i.e. Arabic consonants 
that do not exist in Amharic such as emphatic ן, ס and ص as well as pharyngal ʞ and ׷ 
are nevertheless written. By doing this I am trying to acknowledge the fact that some 
readers, depending on their proficiency in Arabic, may actually pronounce some of 
these consonants correctly, and some not. 
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The reader is also informed about the origin of the composition. In one verse 
the author names the region WÃrrÃ Babbo as the place where he wrote the text. 
(3)  ˴ϲϫ˴˶΃  ˴ϒ͉Ϩμ˴˴Η  ˸ϩί˶͋· Ϯ͊ΑΎ˴Αέ͉ϭ˴  
ʝȸhe tÃsonnÃfÃ ʝȸzzih15 wÃrrÃ babbo 
ߋthis was composed here in WÃrrÃ Babboߌ (1,9) 
7.3. The state of description and analysis 
After the manuscript was scanned I read it with my language consultant who 
was familiar with the text since his youth. So the first approximate translitera-
tion is in fact the reading of my language consultant. There are some gaps 
between this reading and the actual written forms. But this concerns in most 
cases, the representation of vowels which is, in any case, not consistent. 
Therefore the transliterated version has a preliminary character and has to be 
complemented by a precise and ߋcorrectߌ transliteration. Nevertheless the 
reading of the consultant should not be viewed as ߋincorrectߌ because it is 
based on oral transmission which goes hand in hand with the use of the text in 
the local community. 
At the present state of description only those examples used in this article 
were translated and received some preliminary comments. The whole text still 
needs a complete and detailed description. The reading of the local scholar has 
to be checked and corrected, the text has to be translated and commented upon. 
7.4. Summary of its content 
The text is referred to as ߋTaw׷Ċd from DÃllÃmÃleߌ by local scholars. While 
the Arabic term taw׷Ċd has a religious meaning ߋdoctrine of Onenessߌ, the 
text is in fact a kind of Islamic catechism and comprises the basic concepts of 
the Islamic faith. A similar genre exists in the ʞaǆamĊ literature of other Afri-
can languages such as in Hausa and serves the same purpose, i.e. to introduce 
the laymen to the necessary tenets of the religion (cf. Hiskett 1975: 24, Boyd ߃ 
Mack 1997: 22ff.). I will look into this aspect at a different point in the article. 
The content of the text is made up of the description of the five pillars of 
Islam, the explanation of the six articles of Iman, the names and roles of the 
angels and the names of the most important Prophets. The whole text is full 
of admonitions and warnings and graphic descriptions of the punishments 
for the sinner. 
 
15 The writing of ʝ in words which begin with a vowel is very inconsistent in the manu-
script. I therefore decided to write it in the transliteration also in those cases where it 
is not written in the ajÃm text. 
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8. Linguistic features of the manuscript 
Since we are dealing only with a written text, not much can be said about 
special phonetic or phonological features of the language used in it. The Ara-
bic loanwords are written in the Arabic orthography, i.e. they contain signs 
which represent consonants that do not exist in Amharic. There are some 
conventions regarding the pronunciations of some more frequent Arabic con-
sonants in the variety of Muslim Amharic speakers in eastern WÃllo. For in-
stance, Arabic uvular q is pronounced in Amharic as ejective q and Arabic 
pharyngalized (emphatic) ؾ is realized as ejective Amharic ؾ. The Arabic pha-
ryngalized (emphatic) fricative ص is realized as labialized sw in Amharic when 
followed by the vowel a, as in swahib ߋfriendߌ. If the vowel Ã follows there is 
no labialization, but the vowel is sometimes realized as o like in sonnÃfÃ ߋhe 
composedߌ. The actual pronunciation of other consonants such as the pha-
ryngal fricatives ʞ and ׷, the uvular Ā or the interdentals ٦, ס and ٤ depends on 
the proficiency in Classical Arabic of the respective reader. Some pronounce 
these consonants as in Arabic, others who have only a superficial competence 
in Arabic, use the articulatory closest Amharic consonants, i.e. ʝ for ʞ, h for ׷, 
g for Ā and s or z for the interdentals. Only the velar fricative ׽ is pronounced 
as in Arabic by almost all Muslim Amharic speakers irrespective of their 
knowledge of Arabic. Arabic loanwords like ׽Ãyr ߋgoodߌ or a׽ira ߋthe here-
afterߌ can regularly be heard in daily speech. 
8.1. Peculiarities of the regional variety 
The language of the text reflects the local variety of Amharic. When people talk 
about dialects of Amharic, they generally list the regional varieties (the dialects) 
of the language according to the historic provinces where Amharic is the 
dominant language, i.e. GondÃr, WÃllo, Goǆǆam and ĿÃwa (MÃnz). But in 
fact, the regional varieties have not really been studied. There are only a few 
articles which are based on a survey done in the 1960s by Ethiopian linguists 
(Habte Mariam Marcos 1973). This work contains a lot of valuable infor-
mation on the regional variation of Amharic, but it cannot replace full and 
exhaustive research of the whole Amharic speaking area, which still remains 
to be done. Therefore, instead of claiming that the peculiar features found in 
the text of this manuscript represent the ߋdialect of WÃlloߌ as a whole, I prefer 
to talk only about the local variety of WÃrrÃ Babbo in eastern WÃllo. 
The lexicon is obviously one of the linguistic subsystems where differ-
ences between regional varieties are most visible. Since the text of the manu-
script contains particularly religious topics the variety of lexical items is 
somewhat limited, i.e. more or less restricted to concepts referring to educa-
tion, morality and spirituality. Lexical items peculiar to this variety with a 
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more general meaning are rather few. The following three words belong to 
this type of items.  
The word abbo (4) is used as a friendly form of address,16 and it can fre-
quently be heard in daily live conversations in eastern WÃllo.17 
(4)  ˸ϡΎ˴τ˴Α  ˸ϭ΍ή˴˴ϗ  ˶Ξϧ˶˸·  ϼ͉భ˶  ˸Ϟ˴ΒΗ˴˸΍  ˴Ϯ͊Α˴΍  
bÃؾam qȸraw ȸnǆi ìȸlla atbÃl[Ãw] ʝabbo 
ߋread it very well and don߈t be careless, my friendߌ (1,9) 
Other words typical for that region, although they are also known in other 
regions of the Amharic speaking area, are the verbs kÃǆǆÃlÃ ߋto wantߌ (5) 
and dolÃ ߋput inߌ (6) (instead of fÃllÃgÃ and asgÃbba). 
(5)  ˸Ϧ˶ΗΎ˴ρϮ˸ϣ˴  ˸ϞΠ͋Ϝ˴γ˶ פΟ˶͋΍ Ϧϣ˴ί˴ ϭΪ˴͊ϧ  
mÃwؾatȸn sikÃǆǆȸl ʝȸǆǆȸg zÃmÃn nÃddo 
ߋwhen he wants to come out having burned for very long timeߌ (2,5) 
(6)  ˶ήϔϜ˴˵Α  ˸ϝϻ˴ϭ˴Ϊ˶˵ϳ  ˸Ϧ͉Ϩ˴ϴϫ˶˶΍  ˴τϣ˴ ˸ή˴ρή˸  
bÃkufrȸ yȸdolal ʝȸhennȸn mÃؾÃrؾÃr 
ߋdoubting this puts (you) into faithlessnessߌ (2,10) 
There are some structural features significant to this variety. One is the 
occurrence of the ejective dental ؾ in positions where the standard variety of 
Amharic has ص,18 like in the word ؾom/ؾomÃ ߋfast/to fastߌ (7) (cf. Habte Ma-
riam Marcos 1973: 125). 
(7)  ˸ϭΎϳ͉Η͉΍έ˴˴΃  ˸ϭϣ͊Ω˴  ˸ϥΎο˴ϣ˴έ˴  ˸ϡϭ˴ρ˵ϣ˴  ˸ϭϧ˴  
ʝarattÃÐÐaw dÃmmo rÃmÃdʖan19 mÃؾom nÃw 
ߌand the fourth is to fasten during Ramadanߌ (4,6) 
Another, also a feature that can be found in many regional varieties of 
Amharic, is the prepositional prefix tÃ- occurring in places where the standard 
variety has kÃ- (cf. ibid.: 126). In (8) it is connected to the plural form of the 
near deictic pronoun ȸnnih ߋtheseߌ and expresses an ablative meaning. In (9) it 
 
16 This word should not be confused with the word abbo which is used among Christian 
Amharic speakers to refer to St. GÃbrÃ MÃnfÃs Qȸddus (cf. KANE 1990: 1190). Though 
there might be a relationship with abo as described for the region of HarÃr (ibid.). 
17 I only refer to the use of spoken forms from eastern WÃllo because my personal expe-
riences are limited to that region. 
18 Which is in fact the case in many non-standard varieties of Amharic. 
19 The labialization of d in this word is triggered by the Amharic pronunciation of the 
Arabic emphatic ן. 
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marks a local relation and is prefixed to the noun gon ߋsideߌ. There are many 
more examples of this form in the text. 
  (8)  ͊ఫϮ˵˴ϟϮγ˵έ˵  ˸Ϫ͋Ϩ˴Η Ζγ˸Ϯ˴γ˵  ˴Ϯ˵Θϣ˴  ˸Ζγ˸Ϯ˴γ˵΍ή˴γ˸Ύ˴Η  
rusuloììu tÃnnih sost mÃto tasrasost 
ߋfrom these (are) 313 messengersߌ (9,10) 
  (9)  ˸ϖ͉ϴ˴τϤ˴˴ϳ  ˴ϱΰ˶˶ץ  ˸Ϯ͊Ϩ˴˴צΗ  ˸ϝΎδ͉͉Ϩ˶ϳ  
yÃmmÃؾÃyyÃq gize tÃgonu20 yȸnnÃssall 
ߋat the time of asking (the soul) will stand up at his sideߌ (13,11) 
The singular demonstrative pronoun for near deixis has, in two of three 
cases, the form ȸhe instead of yȸhe, which could also be a regional feature. 
(10)  ˴ϲϫ˴˶΃  ˴ϒ͉Ϩμ˴˴Η  ˸ϩί˶͋· Ϯ͊ΑΎ˴Αέ͉ϭ˴  
ʝȸhe tÃsonnÃfÃ ʝȸzzih wÃrrÃ babbo 
ߋthis was composed here in WÃrrÃ Babboߌ (1,9) 
Another local feature is the form of the negative copula. It lacks the diph-
thong of the standard form, i.e. adÃllÃm ߋhe is notߌ instead of aydÃllÃm in 
Standard Amharic. 
(11)  ͉Ϊϧ˶˸΍  ˸Ϯγ˴  ˸Ϣ͉ϟΩ˴˴΍ ΎϤ˴γ˵͊΍  ˸ςγ˶Ύ˴Α  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  
ʝȸndÃ sÃw ʝadÃllÃm ʝȸssum[m]a basiؾ nÃw 
ߋhe is not like (ordinary) man, (as for him) he is generousߌ (21,1) 
(12)  ˸ϡΪ˴ϧ˸ϭ˴  ˸Ζ˴ϴγ˶  ˸Ϯ͊ϟΩ˴˴΃  ˸έϮ˵˸Ϩ˴Η  ˵Ϯ˵Ϙ͉ϠΨ˴˴Η  
wÃndȸm set ʝadÃllu tÃnur tÃ׽ÃllÃqu 
ߋthey21 are neither man nor woman, they were created from lightߌ (14,5) 
In one instance the author uses a form which is said to be typical for the 
variety of YÃǆǆu. According to one language consultant the prefix ha- is the 
negation marker of the imperfective.22 The standard form is al-. This form 
appears only once and it seems that it is restricted to 2nd pers. forms. 
 
 
 
 
20 The rendering gonu is based on the reading of the local scholar. It does not fully corre-
spond with the written form  ˸Ϯ͊Ϩ˴˴צΗ. 
21 ߋTheyߌ refer to the angels. 
22 Siraj Mohammed, personal communication, KÃmise 2002. 
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(13)  ˵ΪϤ˸Τ˴ϟ˴΍  ˶Ϳ˶  ˸Ϣ˵Ϡ͉ΗΎγ˴  ˴΃΍ϭ˸ή˴˵ϘΗ˸  / ΍ϭ˸ή˴˵Ϙ͉Η΍Ύ˴ϫ Ζ˴ϟΎϣ˴ Ϯ͉Ϩϣ˴   ˸Ϯ˵Ϡ͉Θ˶Α 
bȸttȸlu malÃt mȸn nÃw hattȸqÃru23 / alhamdulillahi sattȸlum ʝatqÃru 
ߋwhen you say ߇what it is߈ don߈t you read. Don߈t read without saying 
߇alhamdullilah߈ߌ (2,1) 
The Amharic variety of eastern WÃllo also differs from the standard variety 
with regard to the forms of the 3rd pers. honorific.24 The respective form of the 
copula is nÃwot (Habte Mariam Marcos 1973: 127, Getahun Amare 1983: 40). 
(14) ϰ˶Β˴ϧ  ˸ΕϮ˴˴ϧ  ˵Ϯభ͉Ύη˴ή͉˴ִϣ˴  Ύ͉ϴϨ˴˸ϳ / ϰ˶Β˴ϧ  ˸ϡΩ˴˴΍  ˸ΕϮ˴˴ϧ  ͉ϤΠ˴ϣ˴ ˵Ϯభ͉Ύ˴ϳή˶  
nÃbi ʝadÃm nÃwot mÃǆÃmmÃriyaììÃw / yȸÐÐa nÃbi nÃwot mÃì̂ÃrrÃŀaììÃwu 
ߋProphet Adam is the first of them, our prophet is the last of themߌ (9,9) 
The differences between the two varieties in the system of pro-forms include 
pronouns too: the forms for the 2nd and 3rd pers. honorific as well as for 3rd 
pers. plural pronouns are antu, ȸrswo and ȸssaììÃw. The bound possessive 
pronoun and the object agreement marker of the 3rd pers. honorific likewise 
correspond to that difference, i.e. they both have the form -wot. Example (15) 
is an illustration of the use of ȸssaììÃw. 
(15)  ˸ϡΎ͉ϴ˴ϠΠ˴ϧ˸ϭ˴  ͉Ϟ˴ϳ  ˸Ϯభ͉Ύδ˴͉Η ΍Ϯ˴ϛ˵Ϊ˴ϧ˴˸΃  
wÃnǆÃlÃ[ÐÐ]am yÃllÃ tÃssaììÃw ʝandȸnkwa 
ߋThere is not even one criminal among themߌ (15,4) 
8.2. Incorporation of Arabic loanwords: verbs 
The text presently under discussion and ajÃm texts in general are character-
ized by a high proportion of Arabic loanwords. Most of these words belong 
to semantic areas which are in connection with the Islamic faith and con-
cepts related to it, such as literacy, moral values and live after death. With this 
regard a lot of the loanwords which appear in this text express meanings for 
which there exist ߋnativeߌ Amharic words. 
From the point of view of grammar the loanwords behave in terms of 
morphology and syntax just like ߋnormalߌ Amharic words. Verbs, for in-
stance, are adjusted to the template system of the language. Although it may 
sometimes not be absolutely clear if the source of loan verbs are verbs or 
nouns. The often used verb zÃyyÃrÃ which means ߋto visit, pay homageߌ 
(cf. Drewes 2007: 13) is derived from the Arabic noun ziyàra ߋvisitߌ and not 
 
23 Note the extra alif. These kind of irregularities do appear in some places and seem to 
be mistakes by the copyist. 
24 This was already mentioned by COHEN (1939: 146) and DREWES (2007: 4). 
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from the corresponding verb zàra ߋto visitߌ. Below in (16) is a short list of 
loan verbs. 
(16) a. kÃttÃbÃ ߋto writeߌ 
 b. sonnÃfÃ ߋto compose/writeߌ 
 c. wÃǆǆÃbÃ ߋto be an obligationߌ 
 d. qÃrra ߋto readߌ 
 e. ׽ÃllÃqÃ ߋto createߌ 
 f. (ʞ)allÃmÃ ߋto teachߌ 
Some loan verbs are in fact derivations of primary loanwords, i.e. derivation 
works according to the derivational patterns of Amharic. In (17) a. and (17) 
b. the marker for the medio-passive tÃ- is used while in (17) c. and (17) d. 
the causative marker as- is used for the derivation. 
(17) a. tÃkÃttÃbÃ ߋto be writtenߌ 
 b. tÃsonnÃfÃ ߋto be composed/writtenߌ 
 c. askÃttÃbÃ ߋto let s.o. writeߌ 
 d. aswÃǆǆÃbÃ ߋto make it an obligationߌ 
Some examples from the text illustrate the use of these loan verbs. The verse 
in (18) contains the verbs qÃrra ߋto readߌ and tÃkÃttÃbÃ ߋto be written,ߌ the 
latter in the perfect (converb plus auxiliary). 
(18) ϭ΍ή͉͉Ϙ˴ϟ  ˸ϝ΍Ϯ˲˴ΒΘ˸Ϝ˴˴Η  ˸ϭΎ͉ϴϨ˴˸Α ή˴ץΎ˴͉צϧ˴΍  
lÃqÃrraw tÃkÃtbwall bÃÐÐaw ʝannÃgagÃr 
ߋFor the one who studied, it has been written in our languageߌ (1,7) 
In (19) the noun askÃttabi ߋthe one who has s.t. writtenߌ is an agent noun 
which is derived from the verb askÃttÃbÃ ߋto have s.t. writtenߌ. 
(19)  ˸ϥ΍ή˴γ˴ ϰ˴ΑΎ͉ΘϜ˴γ˴˸΃ Β˴Ϙ˴Αή  ˸ϥΎϣ˴ϭ˸έ˵  ˸ϩϮ˴ϧ  
sȸran ʝaskÃttabi bÃqÃbȸr roman nÃw 
ߋThe one who has (it) written in the grave is Romanߌ (13,3) 
In (20) the infinitive mÃqrat of the verb qÃrra ߋto readߌ is used. 
(20)  ˸Ϧ˴ϴϫ˶˶΍  ˸ΏΎ˴Θϛ˶  ˸Ε΍ή˴Ϙ˸ϣ˴  ˸Ζ˵Ϡ˴Β͉Η˴΃  ˶ΐϧ˸·  
ȸhen kitab mÃqrat attȸbÃlut ȸnbi25 
ߋDon߈t refuse (say no) to read this bookߌ (2,11) 
 
 
 
25 The writing of ȸnbi instead of ȸmbi for ߋnoߌ seems to be an overcorrection. 
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In (21) the verb sonnÃfÃ ߋto composeߌ is used (see also example (1) above). 
(21)  ˸ףΪ˴˴Α  ˸Ζ͉Ϡ˴ϔ͉Ϩλ˴  ˸Ϳ͉Ύ˴ϳ ΍έ˴Ύ˴Α  ˸ϴθ˴˶Αή  
bÃdÃgg sonnÃfÃllÃt yallah bara bÃŀir 
ߋHe composed it well, the slave of God Bashirߌ (1,8) 
In (22) the form yaswÃǆǆÃbÃ is the relativized form of the verb aswÃǆǆÃbÃ 
ߋto make it an obligationߌ which itself is a derivation of the verb wÃǆǆÃbÃ 
ߋto be an obligationߌ. 
(22)  ͉ௌ˴  ˸Ϯ˴ΒΟ͉Ϯ˴γ˸Ύ˴ϳ  ˸Ϧ˵Θδ˸ϣ˴͋΍  ˸Ζϗ˸ϭ˴  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  
allah yaswÃǆǆÃbÃw ʝammȸstun wÃqt nÃw 
ߋIt is five times, what God made an obligationߌ (4,5) 
The form yȸrzÃqÃn in (23) is the jussive form of the verb rÃzzÃqÃ ߋto provide 
means for livingߌ and is part of an invocation. In fact, that verse contains three 
Arabic loanwords, nÃbi ߋprophetߌ and ŀÃfaʞa ߋintercessionߌ are the other two. 
(23) Ϧ˶Β˴Ϩ˴ϳ Ύϋ˴Ύ˴ϔη˴  ˸Ϧభ͋Ύ˴Θ˴ϴ˶ץ  ˸Ϧ˴ϗί˴ή˶˸ϳ  
yÃnÃbin ŀÃfaʞa getaììȸn yȸrzÃqÃn 
ߋMay our Lord provide us with the intercession of the Prophetߌ (19,10) 
The form siʞallȸmȸh in (24) is the 3rd pers. masculine imperfective form of 
the verb ʞallÃmÃ ߋto teachߌ combined with the marker of temporal adverbi-
al sentences s-, i.e. forming a subordinate clause. Interestingly, the author 
does not use the local form of the clause marker which is t- instead of s- (cf. 
Habte Mariam Marcos 1973: 126). 
(24)  ˸ϰ˴ϧϮ˵˸ϫ ΎϤ˴γ˴ Ϫ˴˸Ϡ˴Α  ˸Ϣ˶ϟΎϋ˴  ˸ϪϤ͉˴Ϡό˴γ˶  
hunÃÐÐ bȸlÃh sȸma ʞalim siʞallȸmȸh 
ߋ[ߑ?]26 listen when a learned teaches youߌ (13,9) 
8.3. Incorporation of Arabic loanwords: nouns 
Just like the verbs, the nominal Arabic loanwords refer mostly to specific 
religious concepts. Some nouns appear with comparably high frequency in 
the text. These are nouns which reflect the dominant traits of the content, 
i.e. the correct behaviour as revealed in the Holy Books, and the tradition of 
the Prophet, explanations of good and bad and the consequences of man߈s 
deeds in life after death, i.e. in the hereafter. The nouns with the highest 
 
26 The exact meaning of the form hunÃÐÐ is still not clear. 
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number of appearances are ʝiman ߋbelieveߌ (16), nÃbi ߋprophetߌ (16), waǆib 
ߋobligationߌ (15) and ʞaסab ߋpunishmentߌ (14), which is clearly explicable 
with the main message of the text. Other nouns which appear comparably 
often in the text are ȸslȸmȸnna ߋIslamߌ (11), swa׷ib ߋfriendߌ27 (11), ʝa׽ira 
ߋhereafterߌ (10), kitab ߋbookߌ (10), ׽Ãyr ߋgoodߌ (8), musta׷il ߋimpossible, 
absurdߌ (7), ǆÃnnÃt ߋparadiseߌ (6), ǆaʝiz ߋpermitted, admissibleߌ (6), mÃʞna 
ߋmeaningߌ (6). Although these nouns apparently have religious connota-
tion, some of them also appear quite often in daily conversation. 
Arabic based loan nouns are, like verbs, more or less seamlessly incorpo-
rated into the Amharic morphology. They are combined with any possible 
kind of bound morphemes, like the plural marker -oìì, the prepositional 
prefixes bÃ-, lÃ- and tÃ-, the case markers -n and yÃ- as well as possessive 
suffixes and the article. 
With regard to plural marking there is a certain inconsistency. Some 
nouns are written in the Arabic singular form with Amharic plural marker, 
but some have the Amharic plural marker -oìì attached to an Arabic plural 
form, i.e they are in fact a combination of Arabic and Amharic plural mark-
ing. So in (25) the Arabic singular noun nÃbi ߋprophetߌ is combined with 
the Amharic plural marker -oìì rendering ߋprophetsߌ.28 But in (26) the Ara-
bic loanword is the plural form of nÃbi, i.e anbiya, which is complemented 
with the plural suffix -oìì of Amharic. The loan word kÃyfiyya-w ߋsort, 
typeߌ carries the article -u (here realized as -w because of the final vowel). 
(25)  ˸ζ͊ϴ˶Β˴Ϩ˴Α  ˸Ϧϣ˴Ύϣ˴  ˸ϭΎ͉ϴ˴ϔϛ˴ Ζγ˸Ϯ˴γ˵  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  
bÃnÃbiyoìì29 mamÃn kÃyfiyyaw sost nÃw 
ߋThe sort of belief in the Prophets is threeߌ (7,11) 
(26)  ˸ϭΎ͉ϴ͉Η΍έ˴˴΃  ˴Ϯϣ͊Ω˴  ͊εϮ˴˸ϴ˶Βϧ˸Ύ˴Α Ϧϣ˴Ύϣ˴  
ʝarattÃÐÐaw dÃmmo banbiwoììu mamÃn 
ߋAnd the fourth is believing in the Prophetsߌ (3,8) 
 
 
 
27 The high number of occurrences of this word can be explained by the author߈s wish to 
frequently address the reader directly. 
28 In both examples the nouns are combined with the preposition bÃ-. 
29 Note that the copyist apparently made a mistake and forgot the fourth point in order 
to write ì. Here and in examples (26) and (27) he wrote ε instead of ఫ. 
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Other examples of the combined type are mÃlaʝiko-ìì-u30 in (27) and ʝas׷ab-oìì 
(plural of sa׷ib) in (28). 
(27)  ˸Ϳ͉Ύ˴ϳ  ˷ఫϮ˴Ϝ˶˵΋ϼ˴ϣ˴  ˸Ϯη͉΍ή˴τ˵˸ϗ  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  ˴Α ˵ΰ  
yallah mÃlaʝikoìì quؾraììÃw31 nÃw bȸzu 
ߋThe number of the angels of God is manyߌ (14,2) 
(28)  ˸ఫϮ˵˴ΑΎΤ˴λ˴˸΃  ˴ϳΎϣ˴ ˸Ζ  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  ˵Ϟ˴Βγ˶ Ϯτ˴͊τγ˶  
ʝas׷aboìì mayÃt nÃw sibÃlu siؾÃؾu 
ߋSeeing the Companions (of the Prophet) when they eat and drinkߌ (9,5) 
The combination of Arabic loan nouns and other bound morphemes is il-
lustrated by the following examples. 
The combination of genitive marker yÃ- (and article -u) and the noun 
niʞmÃ(t) ߋgraceߌ is shown in (29) and ʞaסab-n ߋpunishmentߌ (here with the 
accusative marker -n) in (30): 
(29)  ˵ΖϤ˴ό˶˸Ϩ˴ϳ  ˸Ε΍ΰ˶˴Α  
yÃniʞmÃtu bȸzat 
ߋthe abundance of graceߌ (1,4) 
(30)  ˸Ϧ˴Α΍ά˴ό˴˴ϳ  ˸ΕΎγ˶˴΍  
yÃʞaסabȸn ʝȸsat 
ߋthe fire of the punishmentߌ (2,9) 
The combination of the noun kitab ߋbookߌ in (31) and nÃbi ߋprophetߌ in 
(32) with the preposition bÃ- is shown below: 
(31)  ˸ΏΎ˴ΘϜ˴˶Α  ˸Ϯ˴Ϩ͉ϳ˴΃  ˸Ϯ˵Ϙ͉Ϡ˴Η  ˸ϥΎϤ˴ϳ˶˸΍ Ϯ˴ϧ  
bÃkitab ʝayyÃnÃw tȸllȸqu ʝiman nÃw 
ߋIn the book we have seen the great faith.ߌ (1,5) 
(32) ϰ˶Β˴Ϩ˴Α  ˸ϱϻ˴  ˸Ωέ˴Ϯ˶˴ϳ  
bÃnÃbi lay yurÃd 
ߋMay it descend on the Prophetߌ (1,6) 
 
 
 
 
30 The Arabic singular form is malʝak. 
31 In this example the author used the Arabic sign ŀ ε instead of the modified sign ఫ for ì. 
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The combination of the preposition lÃ- and the noun in ǆÃnnÃt ߋparadiseߌ is 
given in (33): 
(33)  ˸Ϧ˵Ϡϛ˵͊΍  ˸Ζ͉ϨΠ˴˴ϟ Ϣ˵Ϩ˵Ϡϛ˵͊΍ Ύδ˴˴ϟΕ  
ʝukkulun32 lÃǆÃnnÃt ʝukkulunȸm lÃsat 
ߋhalf for paradise, half for the fireߌ (27,4) 
And the combination of the nouns nÃbi in (34) as well as ׷awd(-u) ߋthe 
basinߌ in (35) with the preposition tÃ- is shown below: 
(34) ϰ˶Β˴Ϩ˴Η  ˸νϮ˸Σ˴  ͊ϝ˴΍  ˸Ϯ˵Ϡϛ͉ϼ͉Ϝ͉Ϥ˴͋ϳ  
tÃnÃbi ׷awd ʝallu yÃmmikÃlakkϷlu 
ߋThere are some who prohibit the basin of the Prophetߌ (19,2) 
(35)  ˴ϧ Ϟ͉˸ΘϜ͉Ϥ˴͋ϳ Ϧ˶˸Β ˵νϮ˸Τ˴˴Η ϝΎ͉τ˴τ˶ϳ  
nÃbin yÃmmikkÃttÃl33 tÃ׷awdϷnu yȸؾÃؾؾal 
ߋthose who follow the Prophet drink from its basinߌ (19,4) 
Finally some examples of Arabic loan nouns marked as a direct object with 
the suffixed accusative marker -n in (36) and (37): 
(36) ϥΪ˴ϴ˸Σ˶Ϯ˴˸Η  ˸ϭή˴˵ϗ  
tÃw׷idȸn qȸru 
ߋread the taw׷Ċdߌ (1,11) 
(37)  ˸Ϧ˴Ϙ˶ϟΎΨ˴˴ϳ  ˸Ώ΍ά˴ϋ˴  ˸ϝ΍Ϯ˴˴Ϡ˶ϳ ΍Ϯ˸δ˴Ϥ˴˴ϗ  
yÃ׽aliqȸn ʞaסab yȸlÃwall qȸmÃsÃw 
ߋHe tells him: ߇Taste from the punishment of the creator߈ߌ (2,6) 
Arabic phrases 
Drewes (2007) describes some Amharic ajÃm texts that contain complete 
Arabic phrases which are part of larger syntactic constructions (2007: 13). 
In the Taw׷Ċd of DÃllÃmÃle there are only a few phrases and they are not 
used as described by Drewes, i.e. in (38) and (39) they function more like a 
sort of indirect speech. 
 
 
32 Here the standard form would be ȸkkulun. It is quite possible that the vowel u of the 
stem has an assimilating effect on the epenthetic vowel ȸ. 
33 The gemination of the k in  ˸Ϟ͉ΘϜ͉Ϥ˴͋ϳ seems to be a mistake, because otherwise the form 
would be read as passive, which does not make sense. 
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(38)  ˵ΪϤ˸Τ˴ϟ˴΍  ˶Ϳ˶  ˸Ϣ˵Ϡ͉ΗΎγ˴ ΍ϭ˸ή˴˵ϘΗ˴˸΃  
alhamdulillahi sattȸlum atqÃru 
ߋDon߈t read without saying ߇Alhamdullilah߈ߌ (2,1) 
(39)  ˴Ϫϟ˶·ϻ˴  ϻ˶͉·  ˸ௌ Ϫ˴Θ˴ϟΎϤ˴˴Α ϰ˴Ϩό˸ϣ˴  
laʝilla ʝillallah bÃmalÃtȸh mÃʞna 
ߋThe meaning of your saying la-Ilah Illallahߌ (8,10) 
9. The didactic purpose of the poem and its linguistic codification 
The motive of the author Baŀir ʞUmar is the teaching of the basic Islamic 
tenets to his illiterate co-religionists. The taw׷Ċd is therefore first and fore-
most a didactic text. This type of text seems to be quite widespread in East-
ern WÃllo because there are other texts which belong to the same genre. I 
was able to collect (i.e. scan) a number of similar texts, which were written 
by the famous Muslim militant scholar Sheikh T߈alha Jaʞfar (Hussein 
Ahmed 1989; 2001: 177ff.). 
This type of text also exists in other African regions with literary tradi-
tion of ʞaǆamĊ literature. Hiskett (1975) presents a concise explanation of 
the purpose and the context of didactic literature in Hausa. 
ߋThe types of verse described in this chapter, theological and legal 
verse, have a different purpose: to instruct and to assist in memoriz-
ing. They, too, have their moments of colour and animation but they 
contain esoteric and technical subject-matter, the significance and 
purpose of which is clear only to Muslims.ߌ (Hiskett 1975: 64) 
He also stresses the importance of the correct observance of religious rules 
and ritual for the believer. Muslim reformers, who were active in a similar 
manner in 19th-century Nigeria  as they were in contemporary Ethiopia, saw 
these kinds of text as a useful medium to educate the illiterate co-religionists. 
ߋIt is therefore important for Muslims to be properly informed about 
these matters and for Muslim reformers it is a duty to secure con-
formity. One method of attempting this is through didactic verse. 
Through such verse people are brought to realize their obligations 
and knowledge of the Sunna is disseminated, while learning it by 
heart is a convenient way for the individual to acquire an aide-
memoire, a mnemonic reference that will keep him on the straight 
path and protect him from forgetfulness.ߌ (ibid.: 64߃65) 
The example of the interrogation of the dead in the grave Hiskett gives a 
vivid illustration of the specific role of the taw׷Ċd genre. 
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ߋIslam teaches that, on the first night in the grave, the deceased is vis-
ited by the two terrifying angels Munkar and Nakir, who question 
him about his belief in God and the Prophet. If his answers are satis-
factory, he is left in peace in the grave until the Day of Resurrection: 
if not, then Munkar and Nakir beat him with cudgels of iron and he 
suffers immediate punishment in the grave as a prelude to future tor-
ments in Hell Fire. To a conservative and largely illiterate Muslim 
population, that has as yet hardly begun to question the certainties of 
Islam, such a prospect is real and terrifying. Versifications on tauhĊdĊ, 
that affirm the Oneness of Allah, His attributes and qualities, and de-
scribe Muhammad߈s unique prophetic role, provide an insurance 
against the ordeal of the Interrogation in the Grave.ߌ (ibid.: 65) 
In order to be understood by the peasant population, this kind of religious 
didactic text had to be composed in the spoken local language. This objec-
tive seems to be one of the central motives behind the development of reli-
gious literature in local African languages. In the case of Eastern WÃllo that 
language was Amharic. Consequently the author explains straightforwardly 
(40) that he wrote the text in ߋour languageߌ. 
(40) ϭ΍ή͉͉Ϙ˴ϟ  ˸ϝ΍Ϯ˲˴ΒΘ˸Ϝ˴˴Η  ˸ϭΎ͉ϴϨ˴˸Α ή˴ץΎ˴͉צϧ˴΍  
lÃqÃrraw tÃkÃtbwall bÃÐÐaw ʝannÃgagÃr 
ߋFor the one who studied, it has been written in our languageߌ (1,7) 
In order to address and convince the reader of the importance of his mes-
sage, the author uses different rhetoric techniques. The most dominant one 
is the use of imperative forms. They are employed to form advice and de-
mands. These demands and advice have equivalent individual and collective 
addressees, i.e. exactly half of the 30 verses containing imperative forms are 
in singular and half in plural forms. 
Another means of addressing the reader is the frequent use of the word 
swa׷ibe ߋmy friendߌ. Using this expression allows the author to talk directly to 
his target group and enhances the familiarity between author and reader. 
In the following examples the addressees are an individual (41) and a col-
lective (42). In both verses he uses the expression ߋlet me tell youߌ as an 
additional means of coercion. 
(41)  ˴ϲ˶ΒΣ˶Ύλ˴  ˸ϩή˴˴צϨ˴˸ϟ  ˸ϩ΍ή˴Χ˴˶Ϸ˴  ˸Ϟδ˴˴Α  
swa׷ibe lȸngÃrȸh lÃʝa׽ir bȸsÃl 
ߋMy friend let me tell you prepare yourself for the hereafterߌ (5,5) 
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(42)  ˴λ ˸Ω˴΍ ϰమ˵͋ΒΣ˶Ύ ˶ϣ ˸Ϫభ͊΍ή˴Ϝ˴Ϥ˶˸ϟ ϲ˶ϧ˶΃ Ϯ˵τ  
swa׷iboììe ʝadmȸؾu ʝȸne lȸmÃkȸraììuh 
ߋMy friends listen, (and) let me tell youߌ (1,10) 
A reoccurring motive is the demand to stay away from the wrong path and 
stop forbidden activities. In (43) the author urges the reader to desist from 
unlawful acts and offers an alternative by demanding to do good. 
(43)  ˸Ϧ˴ϠΠ˴ϧ˸ϭ˴ Ύ͉ϧϮ˴˵Η  ˶ήϴ˸Χ˴ ΍ή˴γ˶ ϭή˵γ˴  
wÃnǆÃl tÃwunna ׽Ãyr sȸra sȸru 
ߋStop (doing) crime, do good work/deedsߌ (2,8) 
Further lexical techniques which help to enforce the urgency of the message 
are lexical means such as the adverb bÃؾam ߋveryߌ in the two following 
examples, or the expressions bÃ-niyyah ߋwith intentߌ in (45) which is in fact 
an Arabic loanword. 
(44) ϲ˶ΒΣ˶Ύλ˴  ˸Ϯభ͉΍ή˴˴ϗ  ˸Ϫ˴Ϙ˴Βρ˴˸΍ Ϫ͉ϴ˶Ϩ˴Α  
swa׷ibe qȸraììÃw aؾbȸqÃh bÃniyyah 
ߋMy friend read them steadfastly with intentߌ (6,4) 
(45)  ˸Ζ͉Ϩγ˴Ω˴͋΍  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  ˸ϡΎ˴τ˴Α  ͉ϲϧ˸ΎϤ˴γ˴ Ύϣ˶͉΍  
ʝaddisȸnnÃtu nÃw bÃؾam sȸmaÐÐȸmma 
ߋit is his being new, listen to me very sincerelyߌ (6,7) 
Another vivid expression which aims at raising the interest of the reader is 
the phrase ȸndÃ balȸnǆÃra af ߋas/like the mouth of a friendߌ in (46). The 
reader should appreciate the guidance and warnings of the verses just as the 
advice of a good friend. 
(46)  ˸ϥή˴˴˴צϧ  ˸Ϯ˵τϣ˸Ω˴͉΃  ˴Ϊϧ˴˸΃ ΍ή˴Π˴Ϩ˴˸ϟΎ˴Α ϑ˴΃  
nÃgÃrn ʝaddamؾu ȸndÃ balȸnǆÃra ʝaf 
ߋhear the matter as (it would come from) the mouth of a friendߌ (24,7) 
The author does not content himself with advising merely the reader/s. In 
using the imperative form of the Arabic loanword ʞallÃm ߋto teachߌ he re-
quests the reader to instruct others in (47). 
(47)  ˸Ϣ͉ΗΎ͉ϧ˶΍ Ύ͉ϧί˵Ύ˴ϳ  ˸Ϣ˴ϧϼ˴˴ϴ˶ϟ  ˸ϮϤ͋˵Ϡϋ˴  
ȸnanntȸm yazunna lelanȸm ʞallȸmu 
ߋAnd you, take it and teach it to another (person)ߌ (28,9) 
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From 30 verses that contain imperative forms, eleven of them are negative 
forms. By using imperative forms the author tries to warn the reader to 
abstain from the forbidden and the condemned such as in (48) where he 
compares a bad habit, i.e. singing of songs to a preferable act like the read-
ing and studying of the taw׷Ċd text. 
(48)  ˸Ϯ˴Η ˸ϥΪ˴ϴ˸Σ˶  ˸Ε΍ή˴Ϙ˸ϣ˴  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  ˸ϡϼ˴δ˴ϳ Ξ˶ϟ  ˸Ϯ˵Ϩ˴ϓί˴  /  ˸Ϯ˵Ϩ˴ϓΰ͉˸Η˴΍   ˸ϥΪ˴ϴ˸Σ˶Ϯ˴˸Η ϭή˴˵ϗ  ˶Ξϧ˶˸΍  ˸Ϧ˴ϓί˴  
tÃw׷idȸn qȸru nǆi zÃfÃn attȸzfÃnu / tÃw׷idȸn mÃqrat nÃw yÃslam lȸǆ zÃfÃnu 
ߋStudy the taw׷Ċd and don߈t sing songs; studying the taw׷Ċd is the song of 
a Muslimߌ (1,11) 
Negative verbs often appear in the advice not to forget the teachings con-
tained in the taw׷Ċd text (49). 
(49)  ˸βγ˶͊΍  ˸Ζδ˸ϣ˴͋΃  ˸Ϯ˴ϧ  ˸Ϣ˴Ϩ͊Ϡ˵ϫ Ύγ˴ή͉˸Η˴΍  / ϥΎϤ˴ϳ˶˸΄˴ϳ  ˴ϖ͉ϟ˴΃  ˴Ϯϣ͊Ω˴ Ύγ͉΍Ύ͉ϨϤ˴˴Ϡγ˶΍  
yÃʝiman ʝallÃqÃ dÃmmo ʝȸslȸmȸnassa / ʝȸssus ʝammȸst nÃw hullunȸm ʝattȸrsa 
ߋThat of the faith is completed, what about Islam?; and this is five, don߈t 
forget anything!ߌ (4,2) 
10. Outlook 
With the exception of ajÃm literature in Harari, most texts written in 
Amharic and in other languages which have been collected so far still await 
a methodical and thorough philological documentation and linguistic analy-
sis. The situation of research on Ethiopian ajÃm literature has improved a 
little bit since the the teaching of philology began at the Addis Ababa Uni-
versity in 2004. Since then postgraduate students have begun to study local 
Islamic literature in Arabic and Ethiopian languages and a number of M.A. 
theses have been dedicated to this topic. Nevertheless, the study of Ethiopi-
an ajÃm literature has just hardly begun. 
One of the advantages that the research on ajÃm literature in Ethiopia 
represents is the fact that many texts are still ߋin useߌ, i.e. they are read and 
sometime even learned by heart by members of the Muslim population. 
This opens the opportunity to study not only the text from a philological 
perspective but to incorporate the wider socio-cultural context of it. By this, 
I mean the cooperation with local scholars who can contribute immensely 
to the understanding and the analysis of these texts and their use and role in 
society.34 Many ajÃm texts contain local and historical references which can 
only be understood and described when local scholars are involved in the 
 
34 BOBBOYI (2008: 131) stresses the importance to involve local specialists and scholars in 
the research and conservation of ajÃm literature in West Africa. 
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study. A study of ajÃm texts could be designed as a combination of philologi-
cal, linguistic, ethnographic and historic methods. I would like to propose a 
twofold approach for this kind of research. One is the comparative view 
which relates the various literary genres of ajÃm literature in Ethiopia to simi-
lar traditions in other Muslim societies in Africa. The other is a holistic or 
interdisciplinary approach which combines linguistic-philological methods 
with the historical and ethnographical research. 
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Summary 
This article describes aspects of an Amharic manuscript from WÃrrÃ Babbo written in 
aǆÃm, i.e. in the Arabic script. Since this kind of literature is quite widespread in the 
eastern parts of WÃllo and in Yifat, the article begins with an introductive overview of 
aǆÃm literature in Ethiopia and the special position of eastern WÃllo as centre of Islamic 
scholarship and its role for the development of religiously inspired literacy. The philo-
logical and linguistic aspects of this type of Amharic literature are exemplified with a 
taw׷Ċd poem from eastern WÃllo. Besides a detailled treatment of peculiar linguistic 
feature of the language used in the poem the analysis of the linguistics means that are 
used by the author to convey his intentions, i.e. the teaching of the basic Islamic tenets 
to his illiterate co-religionists, form the central content of the article. 
